User Adjustable Socket Design

MSRP/Coding Document

Description:
The patented RevoFit kit and adjustable design, allows the user to instantly control the compression and expansion of their prosthetic device. This technology is made effective when incorporated in the design, fabrication and fitting of the custom prosthetic device.

With a turn of the dial, the user can adjust the fit of their device for changing activities throughout the day and over the life of the device. The user can increase compression as their limb decreases in volume or when activities demand a tighter fit. They can also release the dial to allow for device expansion if their limb has increased in size due to weight gain or fluid retention. Additionally, expansion of the device reduces internal friction and allows faster and easier donning & doffing.

The micro-adjustable dial can be controlled with one hand or compromised hand function. The design allows for multiple adjustable zones that can be controlled in unison or independently. Clinicians have reported a decrease in their patient's: appointment visits, sock usage, pad inserts, device remakes, and secondary complications due to limb volume changes and/or activity changes.

The suggested MSRP has been determined by aggregating:

1. Component cost of RevoFit kit(s)
2. Additional socket design time to determine adjustable socket area(s)
3. Additional socket fabrication time to integrate kit and create adjustable socket area(s)
4. Additional material cost (pad, glue, composite adhesive, foam)
5. Additional clinical time educating user on system and Instructions For Use (IFU)

Adjustable Prosthetic Design Complete:
Manufacturer Suggested RetailPrice (MSRP): $ 3425.45 US

Code Language:

L5999 or L7499

Addition to prosthetic socket, adjustable control feature, integrated guide, lace and mechanical tensioning system(s), complete

**Use above language when applying for 99 codes**

The manufacturer’s suggested retail pricing (MSRP) is a suggested retail price only. Click Medical has provided the suggested MSRP in the event that third-party and/or federal healthcare payors request it for reimbursement purposes. The practitioner and/or patient care facility is neither obligated nor required to charge the MSRP when submitting billing claims for third-party reimbursement for the product(s).
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